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CIT ROBBERIES (MODUS OPERANDI, PROFILE, PREVENTION 

MEASURES) – 25 MARKS 

1.  INTRODUCTION 
Cash-in-transit (CIT) robberies have become a regular occurrence in South Africa.  Incidents have been 
recorded as early as 1971, an example of which is “The Great Trust Bank Robbery”.  Much planning and 
precision goes into the orchestration of a heist, and the offenders often take their time doing sufficient 
investigative research of the movements of CIT vehicles, as well as the behaviour of the guards.  On most 
occasions, large sums of money are stolen, and seldom recovered. 

2.  DEFINITION OF KEY CONCEPTS 
According to the South African Banking Risk Intelligence Centre (SABRIC 2010:6), CIT robbery refers to 
the violent seizing of cash.  It is defined as unlawful, and occurs while under the supervision and control of 
a security company.  Incidents of CIT robberies can take place outside or inside a bank, or on other 
premises. 

An armoured vehicle (AV) is one used for the purpose of safely transporting the cash from one premises to 
another.  They are re-enforced and often armour-plated to withstand physical attacks. 

Modus operandi refers to the method used by perpetrators to carry out the robberies. 

3.  MODUS OPERANDI OF CASH-IN-TRANSIT ROBBERS 
There are believed to be two main forms of CIT attacks (Esterhuysen 2014:3).  The first one is the type that 
takes place on the road, usually freeways.  A security van which is travelling to transport cash either from or 
to premises is immobilised by means of ramming it or boxing it in, to then be able to remove the cash. 

The second type takes place when a CIT staff member is carrying or loading the cash onto a stationery 
security vehicle, or if the staff member is offloading the cash from the stationery vehicle to carry into the 
bank.  This category of CIT robbery is called cross-pavement robbery. 

The perpetrators take much time in planning and preparing for these robberies.  The accuracy of the plan 
often dictates the probability of the robbery being successful (Hubschle 2010:41).  Included in the planning 
process is choosing the target, choosing gang members, deciding on weapons and getaway vehicles, 
considering the use of disguises, evaluating security measures used by the target and how this can be 
bypassed, and the delegation of the various tasks (Hubschle 2010:45; Willis 2006:4).  According to 
Thobane (2014:201), this planning process usually takes about one week to two months, depending on the 
difficulty of the job.  The timing of robberies are carefully selected to limit possible witnesses and to reduce 
the possibility of interruptions (Morrison and O’Donnell:1996). 

3.1  MEMBERSHIP AND CONNECTIONS 
Recruiting members is a very important part of the planning process.  Criteria for recruitment include 
expertise, characteristics, as well as available resources.  It is often the case that there is no single leader, 
and any of the members can recruit new members.  There are usually groups belonging to certain township 
areas, and they may call on each other to assist in robberies if felt necessary, but usually in the case of CIT 
robberies, a group of five to six people is needed. 

3.2  OTHER ASSOCIATES 
Robbery crews will often enlist the cooperation of an employee from the bank/CIT company that they are 
planning to target for a robbery.  This helps to ensure the success of the robbery, as the perpetrators are 
fed inside information which provides them with an added advantage. 

3.3  WEAPONS 
The weapons most often used in CIT robberies are AK47s, handguns, machine guns, crow bars, CZs 
(Thobane 2014:170).  Robbers also make use of knives to open bags, and spiked chains to incapacitate a 
security vehicle.  According to Rossouw (2004:43), other weapons also used in CIT robberies also include 
LM4s and LM5s. 

 



3.4  TASK ALLOCATION 
Thobane (2014:164-165) identified various roles and responsibilities of group members.  These include 
front men, cash collectors, guards/spotters, machaisa/madubula, rovers, drivers and off-ramp drivers. 

 3.4.1  Front men 
 The main responsibility of the front men is to attack the escort, as well as the CIT officer guarding 
 the cash in the armoured vehicle. These men need to be fast and flexible. 

 3.4.2  Cash collectors 
 After the front men have disarmed the escort and/or CIT officers, the cash collectors open the 
 vehicle to remove the cash.  The cash is then passed on to the ground men to be loaded in their 
 vehicle. 

 3.4.3  Guards/Spotters 
 These members are in charge of controlling the traffic.  They also  remove any valuables and 
 weapons from witnesses.  Their main responsibility is to keep an eye out for armed response such 
 as police, and deter them getting too close by opening fire on them. 

 3.4.4  Machaisa/Madubula 
 Depending on what is required during a robbery, a machaisa would be responsible for ramming an 
 armoured vehicle with another vehicle, while a madubula would instead shoot the tyres of the AV to 
 stop it.  Should both roles need to be fulfilled in a heist, a mabudula would usually only initiate attack 
 if the attempt by the machaisa was unsuccessful. 

 3.4.5  Rovers 
 These members move around the scene of attack to ensure that the time taken to carry out the 
 robbery does not exceed the conventional time of 10 minutes or less. 

 3.4.6  Drivers 
 This role is usually given to the member(s) with the best driving skils, as they are required to be able 
 to escape the scene of the crime as  quickly as possible, before getting caught by responding law 
 enforcement. 

 3.4.7  Off-ramp drivers 
 These are drivers who park a distance away from where the robbery is taking place.  They are 
 usually parked in a place that will allow them quick escape, and easy access to the main road in 
 order to get away.  The robbers will travel in vehicles from the robbery scene to where the off-ramp 
 driver is parked, where the first vehicles will be abandoned  and the escape will be made in the off-
 ramp vehicle. 

4.  PROFILE OF THE PERPETRATORS 
In Thobane’s study (2014:121-152) is was found that all CIT robbers are usually male.  The majority is 
comprised of African origin, with records of secondary education but no formal military training.  These 
perpetrators usually originate from large families, although majority are often not raised by both parents.  
Childhood history often depicts behaviour of an antisocial nature, with incidents of stealing and fighting.   

Research demonstrates that the offending onset occurs between the ages of 11 and 15, primarily with petty 
crimes, following which it then escalates to more serious crimes (Thobane:2014).  However, in the case of 
CIT robberies, participants of interviews reported that they had committed their first robbery between the 
ages of 21 and 25.  

Criminal behaviour is usually not as a result of a single risk factor, but an outcome of multiple risk factors.  
Armed robbers are usually guilty of committing various other offences in the process of carrying out the 
robbery.  “Cash-in-transit robbers are the most dangerous and violent criminals in South Africa,” Hennie 
Lochner, senior lecturer at Unisa’s department of police practice. 

There are three main typologies of CIT offenders, amateurs, intermediate and professional offenders 
(Smith and Louis:2010).  The category that an offender fits in is determined their criminal history, as well as 
their level of planning and execution of the robbery. 

According to Smith and Louis (2010), amateur armed robbers are most often opportunistic, short signed 
and not fully aware of what is to be expected from the robbery situation.  Intermediate offends are slightly 
more organised and experienced, but have not yet developed the same level of dedication as a 
professional armed robber.  It is also noted that CIT robberies in South Africa are often closely linked to 
organise crime syndicates. 



5.  EFFECTIVE PREVENTION MEASURES 
According to Thornton (2002:53), and important means of preventing CIT robberies is by reducing the 
opportunities through public awareness, target hardening and monitoring of high-risk areas by law 
enforcement.   

According to Jonck (2014:sp) and Erasmus (2012:sp), measures taken in the CIT industry to prevent 
robberies include developing minimum standards, increasing standards (including vetting, recruitment and 
training of employees), investment by CIT companies in equipment, technology, vehicles and infrastructure, 
and the sharing of information between different CIT companies  and law enforcement agencies. 

5.1  CASH-IN-TRANSIT CRIME PREVENTION FORUM 
This forum was formed by Ricard Phillips in February of 1998.  Phillips was initially the Sales and Marketing 
Director of Fidelity Cash Management Services, but through the formation of this forum, the four main 
security companies in SA (namely Protea Coin, Fidelity Group, G4S and SBV Services) were able to 
compile the first Code of Conduct and Constitution for the industry, together with the SAPS, the National 
Prosecuting Authority and SABRIC (Geldenhuys 2008:sp).  Within this forum members have the 
opportunity to share ideas on how to solve the problem of CIT robberies.   

5.2  SHOPPING MALL CASH RECYCLING 
This system promotes a means for effective cash processing in order to decrease the risk related to 
robberies of security vans (Hi-tech Security Solutions 2014:sp; SBV 2014:sp).  It works with the intention to 
remove CIT security vans and security offices, while decreasing the amount of money kept at banks and 
retail stores.  Cash is rather transported through a pneumatic system, which involves the placing of cash in 
containers which then travel through a tube system to the SBV cash centre situated inside the mall. 

5.3  SOUTH AFRICAN BANKING RISK INTELLIGENCE CENTRE 
SABRIC, a non-profit company established by FNB, Standard Bank, Absa and Nedbank, focuses its efforts 
in the CIT and banking environments, working to decrease banking and CIT-related crimes (SABRIC 
2013:sp).  SABRIC assists in detecting, preventing and overcoming organised crime through partnership 
between public and private sectors. 

Other means of prevention include reducing the volumes of cash being moved and CIT staff being given 
combat-ready training. 

Regarding prevention, it was suggested by Business SA that routes travelled by armoured vehicles need to 
be variable.  Other methods of prevention include CIT transport vehicles utilizing specially adapted 
interlocking vault systems, and vehicles being fitted with a Polyurethane Dispensing Unit (PUDU).  This 
system allows the dispensing of a quick-drying and solidifying foam into the vault of the CIT vehicle.  This 
prevents the money from being taken out in time. 

Harris (2014) reported on a new approach in cash delivery systems.  Instead of large volumes of cash 
needing to be transported, it can be placed into installed pneumatic tubes systems which will send the cash 
to a cash-hub centre. 

According to the 2013/2014 Annual performance plan the South African Police Service has labelled CIT as 
a priority crime under reduction of serious crimes (SAPS, 2014a).  According to this plan, the police intend 
to focus their efforts on improving key areas such as administration, visible policing, Crime intelligence, 
Detective service and Protective and security services.  It is also believed that if effective crime scene and 
detective work as proposed in the 2014/2015 Annual performance plan (SAPS, 2014a), this will also ensure 
effective arrests and lead to satisfactory prosecution. 

Incarceration and rehabilitation can also play a preventative role, specifically to perpetrators repeating their 
behaviour.  The offender needs to be prepared for a life without crime, addressing the reasons for the 
previous offence. 

6.  CONCLUSION 
Cash-in-transit robberies definitely have a very serious impact on the country, as well as businesses and 
individuals caused by cash-in-transit robberies.  Loss is incurred in terms of actual cash stolen, as well as 
in extra expenses incurred to upgrade security to prevent future attempts, and also with the loss of life.  
While law enforcement has made efforts to compile ideas and strategies for prevention of these robberies, 
much responsibility needs to be taken to ensure these measures are implemented.  It needs to be a joint 
mutual effort between law enforcement, security companies and targeted potential victims to work together 
to prevent further robberies. 



 

 

TERRORISM (DEFINITION, NATURE, FORMS, CHARACTERISTICS) – 

25 MARKS 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 

2.  TERRORISM DEFINED  
- terrorism remains one of the most complex and difficult issues facing law enforcement  in the 21st century 

- terrorism is the unlawful use or threat of violence against persons or property to further political or social 

objectives.  It is designed to intimidate or coerce a government, individuals, or groups to change their 

behaviour or policies. 

- the absence of an agreed definition for terrorism blocks the possibility of referring terrorist acts to an 

international court, as for genocide and other war crimes, and it leaves individual countries free to outlaw 

activities which they choose to classify as terrorism, perhaps for their own political convenience 

 

3.  NATURE OF TERRORISM 

3.1 INTERNATIONAL TERRORISM 

- the methods that have been identified include arson, the planting of bombs and bomb threats, car bombs 

and chemical substances, hijacking, abduction and the taking of hostages, the use of grenades, firearms, 

knives and machetes, letter bombs, mortar and rocket launchers, stoning, suicide and vandalism.  The use 

of airlines with passengers as suicide bombers occurred for the first time on 11 September 2001.  Later, in 

2001, letters containing anthrax powder were sent to people in the USA which led to some deaths, while in 

20 other countries the same methods were reported without any deaths but with the accompanying fear 

- these attacks were all directed at aeroplanes, airports, banks, businesses, buses, diplomats, embassies, 

government officials and offices, hotels, markets, military personnel and installations, religious figures and 

buildings, railways, roads, shopping centres and underground transport systems 

- terrorist incidents have not necessarily increased, but the number who have died has (due to 

technological advances) 

3.2 TERRORISM IN SOUTHERN AFRICA 

- acts of terrorism in Tanzania were initially isolated and limited.  The people responsible did not belong to a 

well-organised group.  The first incident of transnational terrorism that occurred in this country was on 7 

August 1998 with the bombing of the American Embassy in Dar-es-Salaam.  This was the first suicide 

bomb attack in southern Africa. 

- in SA, a fundamentalist Muslim organisation (Qibla) in Western Cape founded the organisation “People 

against gangsterism and drugs” (PAGAD).  This organisation has been held responsible for an urban 

terrorism campaign in the Western Cape during 1996-2000.  Intensified countermeasures by the security 

services against terrorism, in which participants were arrested (eg. Staggie), led to a decrease in terror 

activities.  Activities included attacks on municipal buses, individuals, and law enforces. 

- in Zimbabwe, the terrorism in the run-up to the election before 2002 and again afterwards were mostly 

committed by ZANU (PF) supporters, therefore we can conclude that these activities were aimed more at 

the party than at the state.  Zimbabwe is an example of the manipulation of the “war against terror” for the 

purposes of addressing political differences of opinion that are exacerbated by limited public access to 

power and political process 

- in SA, the Boeremag was involved in a number of bomb explosions on railway tracks, at a taxi rank, and 

in a mosque in Soweto on 30 October 2002.  Twenty-two members were charged with high treason and 

sabotage. 

- high treason refers to overt actions for the purpose of overthrowing the government or state by a citizen of 

that country or inflicting personal harm on the heads of state or their families 

 

 



4.  FORMS OF TERRORISM 
- political terrorism refers to terrorism that is aimed at people or groups who are opposed to the terrorist 

group’s political ideology.  These types of terrorists view their opponents as “outsiders” who must therefore 

be destroyed.  The aim is not to replace the existing government, but rather to replace and shape the 

government to accept the terrorist group’s views.  Examples of these groups are the Ku Klux Klan and the 

Aryan Nation, which fight for white supremacy and hold anti-Semitic views. 

- nationalistic terrorism is characterised by terrorist activity that supports the interests of an ethnic or 

nationalistic group, regardless of its political ideology 

- revolutionary terrorism involves persons whose guerrilla-like tactics invoke fear in those holding political 

power and their supporters.  The goal is to overthrow the current power base and replace it with political 

leaders who support their cause.  Common tactics include kidnapping, bombings, and assassinations, all of 

which are skilfully designed to force the existing government to respond with repressive measures.  The 

terrorist then uses media coverage to attempt to expose the government as being inhumane. 

- state-sponsored terrorism implies the secret use of terrorism by sovereign states against other states or 

against its own people – repressive governments use terrorism as a foreign policy tool.  Terrorists may 

obtain sponsorship (such as finance) necessary to expand and maintain their cause.  In turn, the state uses 

the terrorist groups to create or expand their power and influence among ideological movements.  The 

actions of state-sponsored terrorists are often difficult to trace, which makes it difficult to pin-point whether 

such acts were instigated by a few rogue government agents or by the government itself.  Eg. The late 

Libyan leader Muhammad Qaddafi used terrorism to weaken adversaries and foster policy goals. 

- “lone wolf” terrorism is committed by single terrorists (also known as lone wolves).  These individuals 

usually act alone, have no contact with other groups and are mostly motivated by personal (ideological) 

interests. 

5. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE TERRORIST 
- they are dedicated to a cause/fights for a political objective (that is, motivated by ideology or religion) 

- they tend to attack rather than run when confronted with force 

- they carefully prepare and plan their attacks 

- they believe their cause to be absolutely just and good 

- they have an extraordinary need for identity, glory and vengeance 

- they have extreme opinions and emotions about their belief system 

6. CONCLUSION 

 

DIFFERENT FORMS OF POLITICAL VIOLENCE AND THE 

CONTRIBUTORY FACTORS – 25 MARKS 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 

2. DEFINITION OF KEY CONCEPTS 

2.1 Political violence – acts of destruction that impact on power relations in society 

2.2 Terrorism – may be regarded as a strategy of political violence involving systematic acts of humiliation 

aimed at a target audience with the goal of changing or maintaining power relations by spreading intense 

fear and feelings of intimidation that transcend the harm cause to the immediate victims 

   -  usually defined as political violence carried out by an opponent  

3. DIFFERENT FORMS OF POLITICAL VIOLENCE 
3.1  Executions: SA has been a world leader in enforcing the death penalty 

3.2  Death squads, assassinations, and disappearances  opponents often eliminated by death squads 

3.3  Legal police killings – SAPS are allowed to shoot to kill in defending people or property, in order to 

prevent the escape of a particular person or in order to disperse a riot 

3.4  Detention without trial – many detainees died in detention  many political opponents were kept in 

solitary confinement and tortured for information 

3.5  Torture  used as a means to obtain information  also a means of physically hurting and mentally 



destroying the individuals who have been detained 

3.6  Arson  arson and bomb attacks on the homes of anti-apartheid activists and headquarters of anti-

apartheid organisations were frequent during the 1980s 

3.7  Necklacing  a car tyre is placed around the neck of a victim, inside of tyre is filled with petrol and set 

alight  victims include community councillors, policemen, suspected informants and collaborators 

4. FACTORS CONTRIBUTING TO POLITICAL VIOLENCE 

4.1  Apartheid  common reason given, but does not explain why the level of violence was low during 

apartment, and escalated once it was being phased out 

  most incidents of political violence involved black-on-black violence 

4.2  Ethnicity  much of the conflict in Kwazulu-Natal has been between Zulus 

4.3  Socioeconomic deprivation  common reason given, but note that SA experienced increased levels 

of violence at the very time when the economic position of black people started to improve 

4.4  Political competition  important factor, but does not explain the lack of violence in the Indian, 

coloured and white communities 

4.5  Crime  SA’s culture of crime has a political origin.  Apartheid led to the disintegration of family life in 

black communities, poor and inadequate schooling, economic exploitation, poverty, and high levels of 

unemployment.  Availability of firearms, poor relations between the police and black communities, and the 

massive release of prisoners during 1991 contributed to the increase in crime 

4.6  The state  the investigation of the Goldstone Commission showed that there was a group of 

organised individuals in the security forces who were involved with a campaign of “dirty tricks” 

4.7  The role of politicians  the statements made by politicians can instigate violence among their 

supporters 

5. CONCLUSION 

 

 

GANGS IN SOUTH AFRICA (TYPES, CHARACTERISTICS, 

REASONS/CAUSES) – 25 MARKS 

1. INTRODUCTION 

2. DEFINITON OF KEY CONCEPTS 
2.1 Definition of the term “gang”  according to Penal code, street gang is any organization, association or 

group of three or more persons whether formal or informal, which has a common name or common 

identifying sign/symbol, where members individually or collectively engage in or have engaged in a pattern 

of criminal activity 

3.  TYPES OF GANGS 
- the numerous types of gangs worldwide may be categorised in several ways, among others by: 

 - their degree of organisation (loosely organised street gangs, highly organised crime units) 

 - location (street gangs, prison gangs)  

 - nation (Bloods and Crips, both from Los Angeles; Gangster Disciples from the south side of 

 Chicago) 

 - mode of transportation 

 - longevity (generational) 

3.1  School gangs  schools are vulnerable sites  gang activity often beginning as early as primary 

school level 

 some friendship groups among the youth develop into informal gangs in schools 

  gangs (whether forma or informal) usually conduct their business (bullying/intimidation, drug 

 pedalling, obtaining/selling stolen property) on school premises 

  may demand payment from non-existing members in exchange for momentary safety from gang  

      violence, or may force school closure with threats or acts of vandalism and other violence     

      against staff and learners 

  example: took place in 2013 when gang violence in Manenberg forced schools to close for a  



     week because of safety concerns 

  - another example: a boy who was assaulted during a fight with an alleged gang leader from 

      his school who apparently had bullied his cousin for months 

3.2  Street gangs  seen as a group or collection of individuals participating in significant illegal or criminal 

 activities that are of a threatening and violent nature  emphasis is on the neighbourhood in which 

 the gang is active 

  contemporary South African street gangs are involved in criminal activities such as car theft,  

 vehicle hijacking, murders, burglaries and robberies. 

  may rival gangs over control of territory and innocent people in the neighbourhood may fall victim 

 to the violence  example: fighting between the rival gangs the “Hard Livings” and the “Americans” 

 in Manenberg has resulted in many residents being caught in the crossfire. 

3.3  Youth gangs  refer to youths or adolescents in a gang context and also to the youth sector of a 

 street gang 

  battle primarily for status, privilege and turf protection 

  may have names and a particular territory, may be relatively well-organised, have leadership 

 structure, their own code of conduct, dress code, signs and symbols 

  may range from heavily militarised groups who have immense power over communities, who are 

 heavily armed and control the local economy, to informal groups of young people who hand around 

 on street corners and commit petty crime  “Corner Kids” 

  reported that youth as young as 11 years (if not younger) identify themselves as gang members 

3.4  Deviant groups and criminal organisations  deviant groups are less organised and criminal than 

 gangs 

  have no distinctive dress code, colours or signals 

  examples of deviant groups: The Stoners, Punk Rockers, Neo-Nazi Skinheads, satanic groups 

 and some motorbike gangs 

  criminal organisations on the other hand are relatively more organised and sophisticated and 

 consist of a group of juveniles or adults or may involve a combination of both young and adult 

 members 

  these groups are often involved in illegal activities for financial and economic gain 

3.5  Female gangs  although little research done on female gangs globally, there is evidence of girls and 

 young women being involved with gangs and gang members and who themselves are members 

  literature in SA proposes that women in gangs fall into three traditional categories: 

  - victim of coercion by male gang members 

  - glamorous girlfriends who enhance the status of their boyfriends 

  - men’s property 

  evidence suggests that girls in gangs are no longer a sexual toy of male gang members but have 

 become active participants in crimes involving drugs and violence 

  in SA female gangs also feature amongst the townships of Cape Town – example: Vura Babes or 

 Vato Babes  purpose is to play the roles of the girlfriends of their male gang counterparts and 

 “snitch” or hide weapons for the gang 

  these girls ages within the group range from as young as 12 – 20 years old 

  female gang members are often beaten, raped, robbed and/or emotionally abused by rival gangs 

  females may join gangs because of financial opportunity, identity and status, peer pressure, 

 family dysfunction and protection 

  study conducted in Illinois in the US found that girls from tough inner-city neighbourhoods joing 

 gangs to escape the turmoil of their home lives  may have experienced abuse and parental 

 crime or may come from fatherless homes  joining gangs in order to survive on the streets 

 becomes attractive option for meeting their immediate and long-term needs such as shelter, food 

 and protection 

  gangs also provide a sense of family to members, an essential factor that is lacking in their initial 

 family structure 

  research shows that gang participation is not about rebelliousness but rather provides an inner 

 support network to help both girls and boys cope with the violence and disorder in their families and 

 community 



4.  CHARACTERISTICS OF GANGS 
- gangs exist globally and although they might be similar in numerous ways, they cannot be viewed as a 

uniform or homogeneous social concept 

- gangs differ in terms of: 

 - age (for example youth gangs) 

 - their degree of organisation (from loosely structured – social/recreational gangs – to highly 

 organised - heavily involved in criminality) 

 - race or nationality (African American gangs or the Japanese gang Yakuza) 

 - location (example: street gangs and prison gangs) 

 - the type of criminal activity that they are involved in and/or their purpose (illegal drug trade or 

 protection of territory) 

 - the symbolism they use as a method for members to distinguish themselves from other gangs 

 (tattoos, use of language, hairstyles) 

 - their gender (male or female gangs) 

5.  CAUSES OF/REASONS FOR GANG FORMATION 
- various reasons exist as to why youth, prison inmates and even adults choose to join gangs 

- these include coming from a disadvantaged neighbourhood, having family problems, and lack of 

employment or education 

- “pull” and “push” factors influence people to join a gang – no single dominant factor contributes to gang 

members or gang involvement 

 - “pull” – associated with gang involvement pertain to the attractiveness of the gang 

  - gang members feel that joining a gang can enhance their prestige and status among  

  friends and peers  give them the opportunity to be with the “in-crowd”  gives them a  

  chance for adventure and excitement  however, economic and cultural factors also push 

  many individuals into gangs 

- numerous studies that were conducted on gangs over the years found that individuals from economic  

  disadvantaged backgrounds, broken homes and those affected by unemployment and reported family    

violence are more at risk of joining a gang 

- youth more likely to join gangs if they use drugs, are aggressive, have attention or learning problems, 

have antisocial beliefs and struggle to resist peer pressure towards delinquency 

- risk factors that make individuals vulnerable to joining gangs range from: 

         - individual risk factors (eg use of drugs),  

         - risk factors in the person’s everyday context (eg having parents with pro-violent attitudes, and 

 having poor school attachment and commitment),  

         - and risk factors within the community (eg the number of delinquent peers within the neighbourhood) 

         - to risk factors in society (eg limited state services such as policing or access to illicit economies) 

6. CONCLUSION 

 

FACTORS CONTRIBUTING TO VIOLENT CRIME – 15 MARKS 

- The period of transition – crime tends to increase during periods of political transition that are 

characterised by instability and violence 

- A violent past – apartheid and “the struggle” resulted in a society in which the use of violence to 

achieve political and personal goals became widespread 

- A culture of violence – during apartheid, mass removals and institutional violence resulted in a 

weakening of the family unit – parents lost control over their children.  The “people’s war” and 

apartheid bred a culture of violent lawlessness, distrust of authority, and “murderous intolerance”.  

Solving problems and conflicts through violence has long been a central part of SA culture (a 

“culture of violence”), and this is mirrored in our schools 

- Rapid urbanisation – worldwide, crime rates are higher in cities than in rural areas.  Population 

density leads to competition for limited resources, which contributes to greater stress and increased 

conflict.  Overcrowding, unemployment, high levels of gang activities, and easy availability of 

firearms contribute to violent crimes.  



- Vigilantism – when people fear crim and lose confidence in law enforcement structures, they take 

matters into their own hands, which leads to more crime 

- HIV/AIDS – SA has very high infection levels of HIV/AIDS.  Many children are orphaned, and child-

headed households are common  affects the socialisation of children  many children are also 

raped due to the false believe that intercourse with a virgin/uninfected person cures HIV/AIDS 

- Conditions conducive to the growth of organised crime – a number of crime syndicates may be 

responsible for the increase of armed robbery, assault, and hijackings in SA 

Conditions conducive to the growth of organise crime include: availability of resources attractive to 

organise criminals, the existence of markets for contraband goods, poorly patrolled borders, 

opportunities for money laundering, and the sophisticated and well-developed communication and 

transport network with its internal links (internet and air travel) 

- A weak criminal justice system – a swift and functional CJS can help to deter potential offenders. 

- Dysfunctional families and parents – single-parent homes, broken homes, and conflict-ridden 

homes are more likely to produce violent and aggressive, antisocial and delinquent children 

- The cycle of violence and abuse – perpetrators of violent, aggressive and abusive behaviour and 

actions have themselves been the victims of family violence during childhood.  Highly violent 

offenders were subjected to more severe and frequent physical and psychological abuse and 

punitive parenting.  Children in school mirror their home environments 

- Peer group influence and associations – adolescents are more susceptible to peer influence, and 

less susceptible to parental influence.  Peer influence is a strong predictor of criminality.  There is 

also a link between peer rejection and involvement in criminal activities.  Argumentativeness, 

inattentiveness, aggressive behaviour, poor social skills, and social withdrawal are linked to peer 

rejection 

- Socioeconomic conditions associated with violent crime – poverty and unemployment are 

associated with the increase in crime-related problems in SA.  Most violent crime occurs in urban 

areas.  Unemployment, poverty, boredom, the need to hurt others, and seeking attention through 

doing crime are all linked.  The highest concentration of poverty and unemployment is in rural areas 

- Gender differences and violent crime – boys outnumber girls for most type of crime, especially for 

violent crimes – hormonal and biological factors may explain this difference.  Physical aggression is 

more prominent among males.  Girls are also socialised differently and taught not to be openly 

aggressive.   

 

MODUS OPERANDI OF CASH-IN-TRANSIT ROBBERS – 15 MARKS 

There are believed to be two main forms of CIT attacks (Esterhuysen 2014:3).  The first one is the type that 
takes place on the road, usually freeways.  A security van which is travelling to transport cash either from or 
to premises is immobilised by means of ramming it or boxing it in, to then be able to remove the cash. 

The second type takes place when a CIT staff member is carrying or loading the cash onto a stationery 
security vehicle, or if the staff member is offloading the cash from the stationery vehicle to carry into the 
bank.  This category of CIT robbery is called cross-pavement robbery. 

The perpetrators take much time in planning and preparing for these robberies.  The accuracy of the plan 
often dictates the probability of the robbery being successful (Hubschle 2010:41).  Included in the planning 
process is choosing the target, choosing gang members, deciding on weapons and getaway vehicles, 
considering the use of disguises, evaluating security measures used by the target and how this can be 
bypassed, and the delegation of the various tasks (Hubschle 2010:45; Willis 2006:4).  According to 
Thobane (2014:201), this planning process usually takes about one week to two months, depending on the 
difficulty of the job.  The timing of robberies are carefully selected to limit possible witnesses and to reduce 
the possibility of interruptions (Morrison and O’Donnell:1996). 

4.1  MEMBERSHIP AND CONNECTIONS 
Recruiting members is a very important part of the planning process.  Criteria for recruitment include 
expertise, characteristics, as well as available resources.  It is often the case that there is no single leader, 
and any of the members can recruit new members.  There are usually groups belonging to certain township 
areas, and they may call on each other to assist in robberies if felt necessary, but usually in the case of CIT 
robberies, a group of five to six people is needed. 



4.2  OTHER ASSOCIATES 
Robbery crews will often enlist the cooperation of an employee from the bank/CIT company that they are 
planning to target for a robbery.  This helps to ensure the success of the robbery, as the perpetrators are 
fed inside information which provides them with an added advantage. 

4.3  WEAPONS 
The weapons most often used in CIT robberies are AK47s, handguns, machine guns, crow bars, CZs 
(Thobane 2014:170).  Robbers also make use of knives to open bags, and spiked chains to incapacitate a 
security vehicle.  According to Rossouw (2004:43), other weapons also used in CIT robberies also include 
LM4s and LM5s. 

4.4  TASK ALLOCATION 
Thobane (2014:164-165) identified various roles and responsibilities of group members.  These include 
front men, cash collectors, guards/spotters, machaisa/madubula, rovers, drivers and off-ramp drivers. 

 4.4.1  Front men 
 The main responsibility of the front men is to attack the escort, as well as the CIT officer  guarding 
 the cash in the armoured vehicle. These men need to be fast and flexible. 

 4.4.2  Cash collectors 
 After the front men have disarmed the escort and/or CIT officers, the cash collectors open the 
 vehicle to remove the cash.  The cash is then passed on to the ground men to be loaded in their 
 vehicle. 

 4.4.3  Guards/Spotters 

 These members are in charge of controlling the traffic.  They also  remove any valuables and 
 weapons from witnesses.  Their main responsibility is to keep an eye out for armed response such 
 as police, and deter them getting too close by opening fire on them. 

 4.4.4  Machaisa/Madubula 

 Depending on what is required during a robbery, a machaisa would be responsible for ramming an 
 armoured vehicle with another vehicle, while a madubula would instead shoot the tyres of the AV to 
 stop it.  Should both roles need to be fulfilled in a heist, a mabudula would usually only initiate attack 
 if the attempt by the machaisa was unsuccessful. 

 4.4.5  Rovers 
 These members move around the scene of attack to ensure that the time taken to carry out the 
 robbery does not exceed the conventional time of 10 minutes or less. 

 4.4.6  Drivers 
 This role is usually given to the member(s) with the best driving skils, as they are required to be 
 able to escape the scene of the crime as quickly as possible, before getting caught by responding 
 law enforcement. 

 4.4.7  Off-ramp drivers 
 These are drivers who park a distance away from where the robbery is taking place.  They are 
 usually parked in a place that will allow them quick escape, and easy access to the main road in 
 order to get away.  The robbers will travel in vehicles from the robbery scene to where the off-ramp 
 driver is parked, where the first vehicles will be abandoned  and the escape will be made in the off-
 ramp vehicle. 

 

TYPOLOGIES OF GANGS IN THE WESTERN CAPE – 15 MARKS 

- Crews – often found in black townships, rarely reported on 

            - often mentioned by the community members when they comment on gangsterism in the  

              dominantly black townships 

            - these gangs do not have a particular cause but engage in theft and mugging to satisfy their 

 drug addictions 

            - no official leaders, no official structure, groups consist of between 15 -35 members 

            - crews in W/Cape participate in crimes of convenience – eg might beat rival gang members,  



               throw stones across roads, throw fire bombs at rival gang members’ houses, engage in  

               housebreakings with intention to steal 

            - crews resort to violence when the youth travel beyond their territory or when members of 

 other crews infringe upon other group’s territory 

- Cliques – exist in black townships of the W/Cape, not much is known about these groups, they are 

 unknown to law enforcement, society and to the majority of the community 

             - rely on their internal network of informants and relationships to commit crimes such as 

 robbery, murder and illegal acts for money 

             - hierarchy within the groups is low but there are more “active” members or influenced 

 members 

             - no specific leaders exist within the groups 

             - although informal, Cliques operate on a highly organise level, engage in similar activities 

 of a mafia, with specific street gang components 

             - known to be very dangerous and often target others by taking our ‘contracts’ or ‘tenders’ to 

 commit murder 

             - theft of vehicles, equipment, house robberies, extortion and ATM fraud are just some of 

 the crimes Cliques often engage in 

- Street gangs – most commonly known and written about gangs in the W/Cape and mostly found in  

              ‘coloured’ townships 

             - the gang is mostly the livelihood of its members 

             - have at least 3 tiers to their structures: leaders, shot callers, soldiers 

                      - the leader of the gang is rarely involved in the gang activities 

                      - the shot caller recognises territory (planners of the group)  influence the gang to 

  help direct 

                        the way for the soldiers to operate  trusted by the leaders 

                      - soldiers rely on the shot callers to organise the place and manner of the crime they 

  commit 

- Prison gangs – prison gangs are one of the oldest institutions in the country, operating over the 

 past one one hundred years  

              - in W/Cape, prison gangs are also known to operate as street gangs  eg network for 

 former prisoners looking for informal ways to make money 

              - activities may range from drug distribution to extortion 

              - this group operates in a similar structure to street gangs and stake out areas within 

 townships and suburbs where they are likely to commit crime 

DIFFERENT MOTIVES AND CAUSES FOR THE ATTACKS ON, AND 

MURDERS OF, POLICE OFFICERS – 15 MARKS 

- To avoid arrest – police work is highly dangerous and officials often work under difficult and unsafe 

conditions  frequently have to respond to violent crimes-in-progress such as robberies, vehicle 

hijackings and ATM bombings  criminals involved in these types of violent crimes will not hesitate 

to shoot in order to avoid arrest  furthermore, officials may rush recklessly into a crime situation 

without giving proper thought to their own safety 

- Criminals’ attitude towards police – research revealed that many investigating officers and 

members of the public felt that criminals had to respect for the law or for the police  felt that 

criminals do not fear being caught and as a result the are hardly ever convicted  if they are 

convicted it is believed that sentences are meted out too lightly 

- Corruption – it is assumed that corrupt officials get fellow police officers killed because they get too 

close to exposing their corrupt activities  some police officials are involved in criminal activities, eg 

by protecting certain members, being bribed to supply information or by “losing” dockets 

- the multi-disciplinary committee (on improving the safety of police officials) found that a police 

official was involved in almost one in 10 police killings 

- Public violence and protests – in recent years, South Africa has seen an upsurge in public 

protests (often about poor or lack of service delivery) and labour strikes that are often characterised 

by violence, intimidation and the destruction of public property  police have a duty to effectively 

manage crowd control and ensure public safety  unfortunately protesters sometimes turn violent 



themselves and turn on the police present at such public protest action  these attacks often 

involve physical attacks or stone throwing, while on occasion police have been shot at by members 

of the protesting groups 

- The use of force – section 49(2) of the South African Criminal Procedure Act 51 of 1977 (before its 

amendments) many police officers feel that it was more of a hindrance to them in terms of trying to 

protect themselves from the attacks by violent criminals or when they have to make an arrest  

makes them hesitant to shoot or return fire in certain situations 

- Theft of police firearms – another reason for murdering police officials is to rob them of their 

firearms  police officer is an easy target to attack and rob of his/her firearm, especially if they are 

unaware of this intent while being off duty 

- this firearm theft also sometimes occurs when a police officer is alone and rushes into a crime 

scene without waiting for back-up to arrive  as a consequence they are overpowered by the 

criminal(s) and their firearms are taken from them  in such situations criminals are also then likely 

to kill the police officers in order to prevent them from acting as witnesses  criminals mostly use 

these stolen police firearms to commit other violent crimes, such as robberies 

- Inadequate police training – in the inadequate, incorrect or lack of specialised training has also 

been cited as an important reason for the murder of police officials  research revealed that the 

majority of the operational police officers interviewed did not receive the necessary training/re-

training on the use of legal force and its legal implications after the amendment to section 49 in 

2003 

- research concluded that police officials lacked the required knowledge on when and how to use 

their firearms when confronted by dangerous and threatening situations 

- police officers’ lack of knowledge on how to carry a firearm, how to secure it and going to the 

wrong places with their firearms aggravates the situation to get killed or attacked 

- Poor equipment and shortage of bullet-proof vests – one of the factors that put police officials’ 

lives at risk of being killed or seriously injured is the issue of inadequate or shortage of bullet-proof 

vests  previously police officers in SA were equipped with very heavy vests to withstand powerful 

bullets from weapons such as AK47s and R4/R5 rifles  because these vests were heavy and 

uncomfortable, police officers often preferred not to wear them  restricted the (hand) movement 

and mobility of the officers, and they were often killed white disembarking from their police vehicles 

- more worrying today is that not all police officers are equipped with bullet-proof vests due to 

shortages and limited access, and the costs of the expensive lightweight keflar type vests that cover 

more parts of the upper body 

- Hired killings by police officer’s spouse to claim insurance money or pension – there are 

cases of police officers’ spouses hiring hitmen to kill their husband in order to claim the insurance 

money or pension 

- Criminal syndicates hire hitmen or put up a reward for the killing of a police officer – police 

officers often investigate high profile cases or even corrupt officials 

- Surprise or ambush attacks – some police officers are targeted in their homes or residences – eg. 

Attacker knocks on the door of a police officer’s house and shoots him/her when he/she answers 

the door  another indication of specific targeting in an attack 

- Psychological factors – police officials may “snap” for a variety of reasons, including post-

traumatic stress, being caught up in a love triangle, or taking revenge and attacking colleagues 

 

PROBLEMS WITH COMPARISONS OF CRIME IN DIFFERENT 

COUNTRIES – 10 MARKS 
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DEFINITION OF INTERPERSONAL VIOLENCE AND DOMESTIC 

VIOLENCE – 10 MARKS 



Interpersonal violence 

- “Intimate partner violence” (IPV) is not a legal term – rather a sociological term  refers to violence 

between individuals who are in some form of a relationship (partners, spouses, parents or previous 

partners) 

- term is used narrowly to cover incidents of physical attack that may take the form of physical and sexual 

violations  punching, choking, stabbing, throwing boiling water or acid, setting fire 

- consequences may range from bruising to killing 

- in a broader sense, IV includes psychological or mental violence (can consist of repeated verbal abuse, 

harassment, confinement, deprivation of physical, financial and personal resources) 

- can occur among heterosexual or same-sex couples and does not require sexual intimacy 

- IPV can vary in frequency and severity  occurs on a continuum, ranging from one hit that may or may 

not impact the victim to chronic, severe battering  repeated abuse is also known as battering 

- interpersonal violence – violence between individuals  subdivided into family and interpersonal partner 

violence, and community violence 

 - former includes child maltreatment, IPV and elder abuse 

 - latter is broken down into acquaintance and stranger violence  includes youth violence, assault 

 by strangers, violence related to property crimes, and violence in workplaces and/or other 

 institutions 

Domestic violence 

- one of the subcategories of IPV  can be defined as any form of assault (physical and sexual), 

intimidation and battering (including sexual battering), or any criminal conduct, that result in the person or 

family/household being injured by another member of the family or household who was or is still living at 

the same residence 

- in terms of the Domestic Violent Act, following relationships between complainant and respondent occur: 

 - marriage (including marriage according to any law, custom or religion) 

 - same-sex or opposite-sex relationships, where the persons live together in a relationship that is 

 similar to a marriage 

 - parental relationship  the persons have or had parental responsibility for a child 

 - familial relation by consanguinity (blood relations), affinity or adoption 

 - engagement, dating or customary relationship  actual perceived romantic, intimate or sexual 

 relationship of any duration 

 - persons who share or recently shared the same residence 

- maltreatment of children  devastating consequences not only on the children and youth involved, but 

also for society in general 

- child abuse  any form of harm or ill-treatment deliberately inflicted on a child  includes 

assault/deliberate injury of a child, sexual abuse of a child or allowing a child to be sexually abused, 

bullying, a labour practice that exploits a child, exposing/subjecting a child to behaviour that may harm the 

child psychologically or emotionally 

 includes failure to act if an individual is aware of any act of abuse that may cause serious harm to or the 

death of a child 

 

PROFILE AND MODUS OPERANDI OF THE FARM 

ATTACKER – 10 MARKS 
The Institute for Human Rights and Criminal Justice Studies of the former Technikon SA compiled the 

following profile of a farm attacked: 

- he is a young, single, unemployed South African black man 

- he is usually between 15 and 35 years old and comes from a broken home 

- a quarter of the attackers are under the age of 18 years 

- about half have a grade 7 to grade 9 education, 30% has a grade 10 to grade 12 education and the 

remainder have less than a grade 7 education 

- only 12% of the attackers are married 



- 10% are farm labourers 

- more than half (54%) of all the offenders had previous convictions 

MODUS OPERANDI OF THE ATTACKER 

- farm attacks are sometimes well planned and carried out with great precision 

- MO usually follows a definitive plan  they are armed with handguns, knives and pangas when they 

arrive at a farm 

- the attack is thoroughly planned and the attackers usually gain access to the property during daylight 

- in most attacks, they wait inside the house for their victims after gaining access  wait for the right 

moment, usually when there is the least activity, for example caught of guard, to let the dogs out before 

attacking the farmer or his family 

- farmers also attacked when they go out at night to switch of electrical equipment (such as pumps and 

dryers) or to check on sick animals  implies that the habits and movements of the farmer are thoroughly 

studied before the attack 

- attackers use the pretext of wanting to buy farm products such as small stock, cattle, vegetables and milk 

to gain access to a farm or to gather information on the area, the people, and their routine activities 

- in some cases, the farmer’s wife and/or family members are detained for many hours by the perpetrators 

which waiting on the farmer’s return in order to murder him  if they survive the attack, the victims, who are 

normally subject to brutality and violence, suffer large-scale trauma 

- methods used to attack people living on farms or their property also differ considerably  advance 

planning of the attacks is a leading characteristic of attackers’ modus operandi 

 

DEFINITON OF POLITICAL VIOLENCE – 10 MARKS 

- political violence is a process that takes place between various groups or categories of actors within a 

political system 

- the term “political violence” should not be limited to acts of rebels against the state  should also apply to 

violent activities carried out by the state against its citizens 

- can also be defined as the infliction of physical harm on individuals, or the threat to do this, in the pursuit 

of some political goal 

 


